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Millennials Stampede Over Bears, TSMC Becomes Weapon in US-China Conflict... 

‘Now, imagine that, rather than shoring up markets solely via guarantees, the Fed could push most short-term 

interest rates across the economy to near or below zero. Europe and Japan already have tiptoed into negative rate 

territory. Suppose central banks pushed back against today’s flight into government debt by going further, cutting short-

term policy rates to, say -3% or lower…a number of important steps are required to make deep negative rates feasible 

and effective. The most important, which no central bank (including the ECB) has yet taken, is to preclude large-

scale hoarding of cash by financial firms, pension funds, and insurance companies. Various combinations of 

regulation, a time-varying fee for large-scale re-deposits of cash at the central bank and phasing out large-denomination 

banknotes should do the trick.’ Harvard Professor of Economics Ken Rogoff, in a Project Syndicate analysis 

‘There will be a vast tangle of unpaid debts that cannot be cleared, and—what is different from 2008 and 2009—the 

model of foreclosures, evictions, and repossessions to deal with them is going to be absolutely unacceptable. People 

sheltering at home without income are in no way responsible for their circumstances and will refuse to accept the terms 

of those contracts.  So the contracts will have to be suspended, and the debts cleared away, or there will be a 

confrontation on a vast scale. This is similar to the farm foreclosure confrontations of the 1890s and 1930s in 

this country, but on a much larger scale, and in many cases urban and suburban. The right model is that of the 

treatment of inter-allied war debts after World War II: They were cancelled, because dealing with the common 

enemy was a common effort. So the whole financial system will have to be reset. This is not an ideological point but a 

practical necessity for re-establishing a functioning economic system.’ – James Galbraith, Professor of Government at 

the University of Texas 

‘…from what I head from SF contacts, Uber drivers might be driving a Prius, but they’re day trading Tesla It seems that 

millennial investors in particular have decided that since the uptrend in SaaS and related momentum names is 

unstoppable, they may as well get some leverage to exploit it. While that clearly looks frothy, I suspect that on a 

sustained basis, only a major shift in global regulation and/or tax policy will change this It’s certainly possible 

that surging ESG inflows will exacerbate momentum/quality bubble risks. In order to comply with regulatory 

mandates, financial institutions around the world, starting with pension funds and insurance companies, will need ESG-

rated assets. The universe will eventually expand to private banking, mutual funds and hedge funds. If you thought the 

QE era was distorting to asset allocation and relative risk premia over the past decade, then brace yourself for the 

impact of this new driver over the decade – indeed the two may coalesce, as the ECB in particular seems keen to adopt 

a climate change mandate in its asset buying programs.’ Weekly Insight, February 20th 2020 

• Economic data at a granular level is improving fast – for instance, weekday subway commuting traffic 

is now just 7% below January levels in Tier-1 Chinese cities, while mainland oil demand also seems to 

have normalised already. Indeed, the dramatic rally in near dated crude has eliminated the steep 

contango that made storage so profitable a month ago. Credit-card spending trends are also improving 

globally – Mastercard for instance in the week to April 7th was seeing US switched volumes down 

22% y/y in the week to April 7th and ROW down 28%; a month later those numbers were 6% and 

19% respectively -  the inflection point is similar to many other consumer activity metrics such 

as US gasoline demand. Meanwhile, US consumers are not defaulting for now thanks to the 

(remarkably) generous assistance programs - delinquency rates on auto loans rose only modestly in 

April. 

• Given that the high-frequency macro data is pretty useless right now, I’ve started reading a lot of 

earnings transcripts which are instructive and broadly confirm that cautious optimism as the right 

stance.  For instance, hotel operator Marriott commented that: ‘…overall negative trends appear to 

have bottomed in most regions around the world. We’re probably seeing occupancy click up 1 point a 
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week or something like that the last few weeks...That’s not enough to put a stake in the ground and 

declare that we’ve got momentum toward recovery, given how low the numbers actually are, but it does 

tell you that the early travellers...are interested in sort of getting out there and reliving their lives.’ ’ 

Industrial and construction equipment maker Ingersoll-Rand highlighted that: ‘In the past few weeks, 

we have seen the number of impacted suppliers drop by more than half, which is a very good sign…’  

• Of course, the most bullish outlooks are in tech, such as from WIX, the website company I’ve long been 

a fan (and customer) of which has doubled since March lows to a new high: ‘...if we look at what 

happened in the last few months, I've got to say that to me it was amazing to see new innovation happen 

so quickly…we have seen so many new things that is happening in this short amount of time that it is 

incredible.’ Overall, the terrifying, brace position economic nosedive is over as supply chains and 

consumer activity revive, but none of us can yet know what the new cruising altitude will be. Looking at 

cross asset performance down to factor/sector levels, there is little evidence that the market overall is 

remotely discounting a vaccine miracle and rapid mean reversion recovery over the next 12mths…yet, 

at least. 

• The view since the 16th March note that all-time highs on most major indices by mid-2021 were 

feasible remains, as does the low possibility of a retest of the impulsive liquidation lows seen 

at the time. There is no point obsessing over awful retail sales data etc., it’s old news and wasn’t a 

traditional end of cycle downturn but an entirely artificial one – almost half of US consumers think the 

recession will be over by October, and if they act accordingly, without ending up in ICU beds in 

large numbers, it probably will. My view remains that the deflationary shock from the pandemic will 

likely prove surprising short-lived and while many economists have drawn parallels with the 1930s, the 

1970s may offer a better template.  

• Political demands for social protection from the left will have a tailwind, alongside the requirement from 

the right for localisation of “critical” sectors, from rare earth metals to antibiotics. The era of optimising 

slack both within the global supply chain with minimal inventory/redundancy via just-in-time 

production systems, and within the wider economy via VC funded consumer subsidy services 

from ride sharing to food delivery looks to be ending (with Softbank’s humiliating retreat from its 

hyperaggressive funding model probably as important as the US-China tech ‘cold war’). 

• Extreme policy accommodation will be the key feature of a new macro/investment regime and 

the boundaries between fiscal and monetary policies become ever more blurred, already 

underway in the US and soon inevitably in Europe, as debt is issued at EU level is bought by the ECB.  

The direct monetisation of budget deficits (now more or less explicit), a retreat from globalisation in 

favour of ‘national security’ led autarky, the consequent breakdown of disinflationary China centric value 

chains and a rebalancing of social and political policies in favour of low wage, weak contractual rights 

labour are nascent inflationary forces. The biggest tactical risk into mid-year is less the virus (we 

have built up sufficient spare healthcare capacity in the US/Europe to absorb a reopening 

infection spike) than a major escalation of tensions between the US and China, with the attempt 

to throttle Huawei covered below set to antagonise Beijing and draw retaliation.  
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Source: Entext, FactSet - as at 15th May 

 

• The broad retest of lows thesis is that if the median S&P 500 stock traded down to the average valuation 

seen at the last three bear market bottoms, it would have to roughly halve; if valuations bottom at the 

most expensive levels ever seen at a prior bear market low, by about a third. However, the question 

is whether this should ever have been characterised as a classic bear market – as much as the 

astonishing level of policy support, there has been a huge transfer of revenue, labour demand and 

market valuation from high human contact businesses to low ones, but some of this windfall for the 

tech sector is going to prove temporary and/or a front-loading of prior trend growth as billions 

of people reduce enforced screen time this summer.   

• Beyond high absolute/cyclically adjusted valuations, a systemic solvency crisis remains a key plank for 

the bearish view. That underlines the point made in the quote above about debt write-offs (already 

being discussed at the IMF for low-income EMs) or ‘evergreening’ as covered in the last note. 

The duration of this disruption remains key, and if reopening in Europe and the US doesn’t result in an 

unmanageable spike in new cases over the next month or two, we are likely to see the next rally leg 

driven by a rotation out of ‘stay at home’ quality exposure in tech and healthcare to ‘normalising 

activity’ ones, something industrial commodity markets are starting to signal and I’m running a tactical 

mean reversion bet accordingly. In a possible sign of things to come, yesterday, the equal-weighted 

S&P 500 outperformed cap-weighted by the most since 2009 (2.3 ppts), exactly what you would expect 

on hopes of earlier normalisation. 

• There has been a lot of lazy misuse of historical analogues since March – but there simply isn’t 

one. The global economy bottomed in early April, not long after equities, and since then ‘kitchen sink’ 

policy making and a shift in 2021 earnings sentiment has overwhelmed the backward-looking macro 

data, to the frustration of bears. Jay Powell in his weekend TV interview made it clear that the Fed is 

nowhere near out of ammunition and suggested no limit to their lending facilities. However, he also 

made it clear last week alongside several other Fed officials that negative rates are effectively a last 

resort. Bank hedging in what is a pretty illiquid Fed Funds futures market was one factor in the 

US negative rate frenzy last week. There is a view that this becomes self-fulfilling, with the Fed is 

again behind the market curve and being forced to catch up. There is certainly enough precedent 

for that since 2018, and precious metals investors decided to buy on the rumour – gold/silver 
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correlate with US inverse real yields better than anything else, but as a policy tail risk hedge this is now 

a consumers trade.  

 

Source: Entext 

• The leading gold equites ETF has seen huge retail inflows and is up 120% from its March lows, 

trading at levels last seen in 2013 – who needs SaaS stocks? We can safely assume that Donald Trump 

hasn’t read Rogoff’s radical proposals to ban cash hoarding by financial institutions, but he is also a 

vocal advocate of negative rates, describing them as a “gift” in a tweet and the market is still implying 

negative rates by next March. Central banks that have used negative rates, in the Eurozone, Sweden, 

Switzerland and Japan have struggled to contain the negative feedback loops from depositor and bank 

behaviour e.g. a topic I’ve highlighted is that lower rates force higher savings levels to generate a target 

retirement income.  

• The level of financialization of the US economy makes negative rates especially risky – for instance, 

interest rate swaps in a negative rate regime imply that the company expecting to receive a floating rate 

payment would instead have to pay the issuing bank. There has been a rush to put a zero-bound 

floor on these contracts which the banks must also hedge themselves (we saw a similar bank 

hedging dynamic in March via the MBS market as rates tumbled) by buying Fed Funds futures. The 

high priests of monetary policy always need a theoretical basis for their actions (QE was the delusional 

‘portfolio transmission channel’), which is why the employ an army of research PhDs. The  Sims Wu 

(2019) paper presented at  the Chicago Fed conference last year examined a model of extraordinary 

monetary stimulus that included second-order effects, such as risk of bank failure, which led them to 

generate a hierarchy of effective policy tools.  

• They advocated against NIRP in their model because it increased the risk of bank failures. Another key 

insight for markets is that term rates can't go persistently negative in a currency if central bank 

overnight rates won't go negative, a matter of bond math and roll down yield. If the Fed attempted 

to use guidance and YCC with no material change in deflation risks, then it is still a remote possibility 

but literally the last tool in the box given the negative feedback loops. Futures pricing in NIRP in 12 

months doesn't make sense right now and won’t force their hand – for now, take the Fed comments at 

face value. However, when economists of Rogoff’s stature legitimise once fringe ideas (and 

negative rates join MMT, UBI etc.), investors should accept that the distribution of possible 

outcomes has expanded to include the brutal form of financial repression he outlines.  Nothing 

is off the policy table, and that’s been clear since the intervention to cap junk yields … 
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• The existing more nuanced negative real rate policy has already caused huge damage to the European 

and Japanese banking systems and threatens to do the same in the US. Regardless of a spike in NPLs, 

global yield curves mean that the multiple investors are willing to pay for bank earnings/book remains 

under relentless pressure, just as tech valuations (as long duration FCF yield bond proxies) are 

supported by the same backdrop. For growth stocks, the terminal value grows hugely as interest rates 

decline, while for banks, profitability is crushed with lower interest rates - financial repression with a 

recession backdrop is proving a huge headwind for financials, but any hint of a faster than consensus 

recovery and hence lower NPL risks would drive a rebound.  

 

Source: Entext 

• Aside from the negative rate speculation, there have been renewed rumours that the Fed would follow 

the BoJ in buying stocks, although note that the US equity market at ~$38trn is about the same size 

as the residential housing market, twice as big as commercial real estate and double the size of 

the US Treasury market. IG corporates in turn are about a third the scale of Treasuries, with HY/loan 

markets about $1.2trn each. In other words, to make a difference the Fed balance sheet would have to 

explode from the 45-50% of GDP on it current trajectory to twice that (or BoJ relative scale) to do to 

equities what it’s doing for Treasuries/credit. The monetary vaccine is the backstop for risk assets and 

a lot easier to deploy than the hoped for viral one, but in both cases haste risks unintended 

consequences.  

• It’s striking that Japan has managed to avoid the disaster scenarios many forecast with its 

‘lockdown lite’ approach (partly due to the good health/diet of its population offsetting high median 

age) and as elsewhere is now seeing a rapid second derivative improvement.  It’s important that we 

finally have two reliable antibody tests from Roche and Abbot that can scale to the millions weekly – 

they are complex and still lab based, but by mid-late summer we should have the much simpler home 

test kits I covered a month ago. The scare stories about Covid reinfection were incorrect, it generates 

antibodies and natural immunity (for a still debated duration) and will therefore be treatable.  

• There is now a broad consensus on the comorbidities for Covid such as diabetes, obesity and 

hypertension – the mortality risk for a healthy under 35 is minuscule anywhere, and that is 

reflected in the outcome across EM (Mexico with its high obesity/diabetes prevalence will be an 

exception). Over the summer, headline risk will drive recurrent short squeezes, given the multiple stage 

two human trials underway across the world and the US-China competition to garner the prestige (and 

economic advantage) of getting to market first. Realistically, with eradication not an option ex North 

Asia, we will probably just have to live with this virus for the next couple of years and manage the public 

health trade-offs at lower economic cost. 
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Bikes Over Boeings, as Luxury Pricing Power Reasserts 

• I commented in mid-February, just before the market finally recognised pandemic risks and started its 

plunge, that US retail investors were back with a vengeance. Charles Schwab saw a 58% surge in new 

account openings in Q1, TD Ameritrade 149% and E-trade 169%, a trend sustained since. In a 

remarkable example of cognitive dissonance, the Fed’s Survey of Consumer Expectations came out 

last week, and found that a record-high 33% of households expect that over the next year their 

household financial situation will be worse off, but also that across all income groups they have 

never been more bullish on prospective stock market returns, particularly for the $100k plus 

bracket.  

• The FT Markets Insight reported on May 7th that: ‘New investors have been enticed by stock trading 

apps such as Robinhood, E*Trade, and SoFi Invest, which offer slick user interfaces, low fees and near-

instant account opening. Trading is now so simple that it can be easy to make impulsive decisions,” 

one millennial investor in Harvard’s economics PhD programme told me. He regrets the progressively 

riskier bets he has made, which have run into thousands of dollars over the past couple of weeks. “The 

lockdown has also meant I’ve just had more time to spend on the app,” he added’. In some ways, 

trading as entertainment US style echoes what we saw in China (particularly on the ChiNext 

market) during the height of its lockdown, with a similar surge in brokerage openings and speculative 

small/mid cap names (as well as gold/oil ETFs).  

 

Source : NY FRB Survey, Entext 

• And there hasn’t been much else to spend money on, until now - I highlighted in the last note the jump 

in the US savings rate to a near 50 year high at over 13% of income, coinciding with an historic jump in 

bank and money market deposits since March. The NFIB small business optimism index made a 

new high for the year in April, and the survey reported that credit conditions are still loose, supported 

by Fed actions. It was striking that US online real estate brokerage platform Redfin reported last week 

that home-buying demand has exploded in recent weeks, and is now 5.5% above pre-pandemic 

levels. New listings have increased every week for the past four weeks but can’t keep up with demand; 

so housing inventory on the site is down 24%. Maybe they are all deluded, but the US relief packages 

so far announced are equivalent to 1.5x all the Federal taxes collected in the last fiscal year; that 

will probably reach 2x this summer if the additional Democrat $3trn package to help state/local 

governments gets through the Senate.  

• There is broad acceptance, even from IATA that global travel won’t recover until 2023, something I 

warned on back in February – but in response, most major airlines are slashing capacity 20-25% by 

retiring older aircraft etc., underlining my core view that in many sectors supply faces a more 

prolonged shock than demand, implying inflationary upside beyond next year. The global luxury 

sector is having to adapt to that scenario, by accelerating its move online and adapting the product mix 
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away from travel related goods.  With Asian consumers (notably in China and Korea) choosing to 

display wealth via luxury purchases now that holidays are restricted, these companies are 

exercising pricing power to offset volume pressure, as well as reduce arbitrage opportunities by 

bringing global prices in line with mainland - Chanel is increasing prices on its handbags and some 

small leather goods by 5-17%, ostensibly to reflect raw material cost rises while Louis Vuitton has also 

been hiking handbags prices in the US and Europe. 

 

Source: Entext 

• Back in the 16th April note, I highlighted that: ‘I was very bearish on luxury exposure back in February 

in anticipation of a global travel shock as well as prolonged China shutdown…to the extent that these 

policies disproportionately benefit the 0.01%, they offer some support for the luxury sector in H2, I’d 

now be a buyer on weakness, particularly of the less duty-free retail/travel goods exposed names and 

those with the greatest e-commerce exposure. The other sector that looks interesting is ‘athleisure’, a 

theme covered previously. The pandemic has underlined the health value of fitness and risks of 

obesity so ultimately looks to be a tailwind for the wider sector. China’s growing flirtation with 

running and participation sports (and simply virtue signaling by wearing the gear) looks to have been 

reinforced by the lockdown. While Li Ning has outperformed global peers in line with wider Chinese 

indices, one stock which has lagged and looks attractive is Taiwanese bike maker Giant. While 

supply chain issues persist and factories are still operating well below capacity, the fact that it is 

vertically integrated with strong independent dealer relationships (I know this from personal experience, 

having just splashed out on a mountain bike for a restless teenager) suggests it will come out of the 

current disruption strongly. While many US trails and parks are closed, many people are trying cycling 

for the first time on empty urban roads or upgrading to maintain fitness – on a 12mth+ view, a retest 

of the 2019 highs looks feasible.’  

• That re-test now looks imminent, as Giant has soared over 50% since then, alongside global 

biking related exposures (e.g. specialist retailer Halfords in the UK is up by a similar magnitude 

since mid-April).  I walk or cycle across London from home to my (self-contained) office every day, 

and the improvised measures to expand safe space for cyclists and pedestrians by reducing road space 

for cars are striking, while the only shops still with Soviet style queues are bike sales and repair ones.  

Cities across Europe and the US are seizing the opportunity offered by social distancing imperatives to 

fast-forward toward a less carbon intensive and polluting transportation mix The point is that well 

beyond tech, there are a variety of consumer behavioural and policy shifts underway which will 

likely outlast the pandemic, and offer huge returns across unglamorous value names if spotted 
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early…who knows, having launched a set of ludicrously expensive barbells, maybe LVMH is planning 

a gold-plated bike to keep conspicuous consumers fit. In the meantime, with Li Ning approaching a new 

high, the broader sportswear sector remains attractive as a thematic play via Adidas, Nike etc. as 

physical outlets gradually reopen through H2. 

China Machinery Sector Leads Fixed Investment Rebound…  

‘I ended up discussing excavators at length in one HK meeting and if you had perfect foresight regarding China’s 

fixed investment trends back since early 2017, would you have overweighed the country’s biggest construction 

equipment name, which is since up 2.3x? Probably not and while top-down can be very useful, a recognition 

of the dramatic bottom up improvement in financial management and discipline among leading Chinese names 

is also crucial (a theme I covered recently in relation to the improving metrics at the leading internet stocks). China, 

uniquely among EMs, is creating world-class competitors across a wide range of industrial and technology 

subsectors which should be seen in that wider context rather than simply stocks in an Asian portfolio it will 

increasingly become a choice of Sany versus Caterpillar or Komatsu in a global portfolio, and similarly across 

many other sectors where China has created unique scale economies for local ‘champions’ and raced up the 

technology value chain (GPS machine utilization trackers, once a Komatsu innovation, are now widespread among 

mainland competitors). In its results released in late August, SANY Heavy Industry, the dominant Chinese construction 

machinery maker, achieved operating income up 54% y/y, net profit which almost doubled with sales revenue of 

excavators in H119 up over 42%. Overall gross profit margin exceeded 32%, with a net margin of 16% (up 350bps over 

2018), and net cash flow from operations up 22% y/y. In almost any global market or sector, those are pretty spectacular 

numbers…’ Weekly Insight, October 17th 2019 

• I covered China fixed investment related exposure as one non-tech related bright spot and 

mainland excavator sales hit the second highest on record last month, up almost 60% y/y to 

over 45k units, having hit a record in March. Excavator sales look set to jump by a similar magnitude 

this month to about 30,000 units, a record high for the month while for the full year, sales should grow 

by 10-15%. In Q1, China’s cement demand plunged 20% y/y as construction activity froze alongside 

migrant worker mobility post the New Year holidays. 

 

Source: Entext 

• Average cement prices have rebounded to about 430 RMB/mt, only slightly down y/y while iron ore 

prices have also rallied back to early Q1 levels on mainland mill import demand. Confirming the 

machinery data, demand for cement and steel rebar has rebounded strongly, while the iron ore 

price is testing YTD highs as infrastructure construction picks up after the government ramped up 

targeted policy support. Unsurprisingly, construction and machinery stocks have been on a tear, with 
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Sany hitting an all-time high. Provincial governments have so far announced about 22,000 projects 

committing almost 50trn RMB of (largely bond funded) investment, of which almost 8trn will be made 

this year.   

 

Source: CAAM, Entext 

• Growth in FAI was down about 10% YTD through April this year, a sharp improvement from a 16% drop 

for the first three months. The Ministry of Finance recently announced that it had allocated an additional 

trillion RMB front-loaded quota of special-purpose bonds which local governments are required to issue 

by end May. These are designated for investment in infrastructure and public welfare projects and must 

be repaid with income generated from the projects such as ticket sales on public transit (versus general-

purpose bonds, which are paid back with local governments’ fiscal revenue).  

• The total quota issued for this year has reached 2.3trn RMB, already 100m more than for all of 

2019 and the pace will accelerate into H2 – funding will not be a constraint. The 

production/investment sectors are still outperforming consumer, although data released by the China 

Association of Automobile Manufacturers showed that car sales rose 4.4% y/y in April to 2.1m units (a 

SAAR of 26.8m), after almost two years of consecutive declines, on tighter shadow finance consumer 

credit as well as a booming (but still underdeveloped) second hand market. The head of component 

maker Bosch in China warned last week that after pent-up buying, it will be July before the auto sales 

data gives us a more accurate ‘normalised’ view on the market. For now, if you’re going to bet on 

mainland vehicles, make it large noisy ones… 

 

TSMC’s ‘Neutrality’ Tested in Escalating US-China Confrontation… 

’Aside from the data centre inflection point, the other reason to turn positive on commodity semis back in 

September was an inflection point looming in the the smartphone cycle. China's total mobile phone shipments fell 

1.5% y/y in Nov to 34.8m units, a significant improvement on the 6.7% drop in Oct and the weakness was all in feature 

phones - smartphone shipments actually rose slightly. Global sales of semiconductors during Q3 were up 8.2% q/q, 

according to the Semiconductor Industry Association and that trend should be sustained into H1. The mainland optical 

chip/transceiver stocks remain key plays (Accelink and Innolight) as well as BOE in screen technology but Japanese 

parts makers such as Murata, Sony, Nidec, TDK and Taiyo Yuden and Taiwanese names such as Win 

Semiconductor, MediaTek and of course TSMC have all been in the sweet spot.’ Weekly Insight, December 12th 

2019 
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‘The party’s leaders believe they have a narrow window of strategic opportunity to strengthen their rule and 

revise the international order in their favor— before China’s economy sours, before the population grows old, 

before other countries realize that the party is pursuing national rejuvenation at their expense, and before 

unanticipated events such as the coronavirus pandemic expose the vulnerabilities the party created in the race to 

surpass the United States and realize the China dream.. For me, the state visit to Beijing [in 2017]—and exposure to 

China’s powerful combination of insecurity and ambition—reinforced my belief that the United States and other 

nations must no longer adhere to a view of China based mainly on Western aspirations. If we compete 

aggressively, we have reason for confidence.' General HR McMaster, former National Security Advisor, in an excerpt 

from his forthcoming book published in The Atlantic 

‘While previous H2 DRAM upside will be more limited a new downturn in prices looks very unlikely; NAND Flash looks 

more vulnerable if the demand shock is sustained into Q3. Cloud server capex globally will have a further tailwind 

into Q2, as will the personal device replacement cycle; home working is even harder with an underpowered 

laptop. Average contract price for 8GB PC DRAM modules are still recovering while Q2 server DRAM ASPs will 

jump ~20% q/q, NAND 5-10% while SSD ASPs look set to rise 10-15% on the latest TrendForce estimates. There 

will certainly be a volume hit from the weakness in autos (with global volumes down 5-7% this year), but the 5G 

rollout/smartphone upgrade cycle in China and new gaming console launches from Sony and Microsoft remain 

on track. It’s also bullish that Huawei has avoided a UK ban despite a contentious parliamentary vote, and the US has 

extended export licences for the company’s suppliers through mid-May…Korean tech names (batteries as much as 

semis) look exceptional long-term value right now – secular growth trends will reassert once pandemic fears subside..’. 

Weekly Insight, March 16th 2020 

• Those views back at the depth of the March liquidity crash have proved valid - while the internet names 

have re-rated on their high visibility, tech hardware has also been a winner from the pandemic and 

Foxconn last week confirmed a strong rebound in global consumer electronics demand, with double-

digit revenue growth seen in Q2, boosted by consumers upgrading technology products like laptops 

and headsets needed for working from home/entertainment. Taiwan is now absolutely central to the 

US-China confrontation, not just geopolitically but technologically – just as Pew found that a 

record two thirds of Americans now have a negative view of China, most Taiwanese want to move 

closer to Washington for their self-preservation.  

• One of the most remarkable disruption stories in tech over the past decade is the rise of TSMC, which 

manufactures about 90% of the world’s most advances semi designs (thanks to the fabless ‘asset light’ 

design boom it enabled for companies like Nvidia). It has one of the deepest moats in the global 

sector and overtook Intel by making the right bets on the explosive growth of mobile. It rose 

partly due to a symbiotic relationship with Apple which became its top customer, accounting for 25% of 

revenue but TSMC also developed strong collaborative relationships with Nvidia, AMD and most 

controversially from a US perspective Huawei or more specifically its chip subsidiary HiSilicon. Seven 

years ago, TSMC’s market valuation was about half of Intel’s – they have now converged at 

~$250bn.  

• The ‘AI arms race’ I’ve described in previous notes is a semiconductor as much as software 

one, and cutting off Chinese access to the most advanced chip technology in the form of imported 

GPUs or access to chip design software/manufacturing tools is now becoming explicit US policy. TSMC 

will now invest $12bn in a new 5nm semi fab in Arizona, while Samsung Electronics has also been 

approached about expanding its contract-manufacturing operations in the US. The US has an immense 

amount of leverage through its dominance of semiconductor design (and chip manufacturing EDA 

tools via companies like Synapse) and cutting-edge tooling systems from LAM Research but also 

an immense vulnerability through its dependence on foreign fabrication. The company already has a 

factory in China which went into operation in 2018 and turns out 16nm chips, or three generations 

behind those being built in the US from 2024. 

• TSMC’s new US plant will not only likely be heavily subsidised but buys political cover. It will 

help ongoing lobbying efforts to get the Trump administration to revise plans to effectively embargo 

Huawei. The US accounted for 59% of sales last year, against 19% for China but those numbers 

will converge over the next decade   By the time the US plant is in production, TSMC’s Taiwanese 
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fabs will already have started the move to 3nm (with a likely $18bn+ per fab investment – ironically, 

these chips plants cost the same as a US aircraft carrier, which their AI processing capability mounted 

on a hypersonic missile renders militarily obsolete) and it’s unclear if this move satisfies the Pentagon’s 

desire to  have a US firm make chips essential  for defence applications. In a sign that industrial 

policy is back on the agenda for the first time in decades in Washington, Intel has proposed 

building a new foundry in partnership with the Pentagon.  Among US chip companies, only Intel 

can make 10nm or smaller chips, mostly for its own products. GlobalFoundries, the contract 

manufacturer that worked closely with the Pentagon, gave up on competing in the most advanced 

designs versus Samsung/TSMC in 2018. 

• It’s been clear for the past 2-3 years that the trade war theatrics were just a preamble - the US 

would attempt to restrain China’s geopolitical rise and McMaster’s views above on facing down China 

are now mainstream. This is very much bipartisan - I saw a Biden campaign video attempted to outflank 

Trump on hawkishness by accusing him of talking tough but doing little to challenge Beijing, particularly 

on human rights. With the US Commerce Dept. having published its new rules on Friday restricting 

Huawei access to semis made using US design tools/equipment.  

• These will make it hard for Huawei to make advanced phones and base stations, which accounted for 

~90% of its revenue in 2019 and are critical to China’s wider 2025 tech upgrade ambitions. The 

postponed National People’s Congress begins in China this week, and this will underline a 

nationalist mood shift. As highlighted previously, Chinese tech contacts have compared any attempt 

to cut the country off from semi supplies as a casus belli, akin to the embargo on Japanese oil supplies 

in 1941. Huawei has become TSMC's fastest-growing and second-largest customer, behind Apple, 

accounting for more than 15% of revenue and an early adopter of cutting-edge technology, 

effectively helping to underwrite high-risk investment in next generation capacity.  

 

Source: Entext 

• Under the US restrictions, existing orders can be fulfilled through September, but no new ones taken, 

an attempt to throttle Huawei via a company based in the eyes of most mainlanders in a 

temporarily detached Chinese province rather than sovereign country will almost certainly see 

retaliation. I’ve covered the Chinese sense of ‘righting historical wrongs’ dating back to the Opium 

Wars and Boxer Rebellion periods before, as the key motivator of what may seem like a belligerent, 

expansionary foreign policy – there is no plan to challenge US global hegemony, the aspiration is only 

to be the dominant regional power. This historical mean reversion is the CCP’s sacred mission 
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and as much as rising living standards source of legitimacy and Huawei plays a key enabling 

role, so this US move, while long flagged, ups the ante recklessly. Huawei asked TSMC to look at 

setting up a production line free of US technologies in China, but that’s easier said than done - aside 

from ASML American chip equipment suppliers still dominate the market – Tokyo Electron is a marginal 

player for now.  

 

Source: Semi, Entext 

• It’s unclear if Pingtouge, Alibaba's semiconductor subsidiary, will ultimately be dragged into this – it has 

stepped up its AI and server related chip development while extending its ties with TSMC and Global 

Unichip, and will likely become a major client of both. It has developed a RISC-V-based processor, a 

significant move in boosting the Chinese tech industry’s self-reliance. RISC-V as an open-source 

architecture isn’t covered by previous restrictions. US controls on Chinese tech component imports 

have already had a huge impact on tech supply chains, accelerating China’s domestic semiconductor 

production, alternative component sourcing as well as creating local forks of technologies such as 

Android.  

 

Source: Entext 
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• This has been a tailwind for Asian tech suppliers, as covered in a note last July - Nikkei Asian review 

has just conducted a ‘tear down’ of Huawei’s latest premium 5G smartphone and found that domestic 

components had reached 42% of total value, from ~25% before US export restrictions began while 

American-made parts now represent only 1% of the total components, down from about 11% in 

the previous generation model. Huawei is far ahead of the other Chinese smartphone makers such 

as Oppo and Vivo in terms of its domestic content. However, is still struggling to develop an Android 

competitive OS and other software for app downloading etc. In principle, Gmail, Google Search and 

YouTube cannot be installed in Huawei's 5G smartphones but there are workarounds that any tech 

savvy buyer can use. Above all, Like Apple and just about everyone else in the sector, it is utterly reliant 

on TSMC’s foundries…there is no feasible Plan B, and it’s hard to believe that Beijing will stand aside 

and allow Huawei o be destroyed. 

• Indeed, China has moved remarkably fast in developing highly competitive AI chip designs for 

smartphones, but in servers still lags global leader Nvidia by several years, which last week 

announced its A100 GPU with seven cores and new virtualization technology, the first major 

update for its AI training parallel processor since 2017, a relatively huge and power-hungry chip made 

of course by TSMC using the 7nm process. This is designed to cement Nvidia’s lead in the cloud server 

market, where AMD has been making inroads – the company claims it can make data inference on 

a neural net twice as fast as its predecessor.  

• TSMC is the only other chipmaker besides Intel that uses EUV in its 7nm process and beyond the 

sophisticated manufacturing, has a ‘process knowledge’  advantage in its thousands of 

experienced design engineers who help customers like Google create ‘bespoke’ chip 

specifications. Samsung has been hiring specialist engineers globally to plug this process knowledge 

gap, but it will take several years. Due to the pandemic, visibility for the second half is poor. However, 

5nm will enter mass production in Q3 and capex is being maintained at $15-16bn this year. Although 

TSMC will start mass-producing Apple's A14 application processor and HiSilicon's Kirin 1000 series 5G 

mobile phone chips in H2, guidance of 15-18% or more growth in full-year revenue at the recent investor 

conference suggests revenue for H2 will be about flat on H1.  

• Other major customers including Qualcomm, Mediatek, Xilinx, Broadcom, AMD, and NVIDIA have 

already commenced 5nm chip designs to enter production in the next 18-24mths and it’s even possible 

that Intel may outsource some of their 5nm chips to TSMC, which targets a 10% revenue share for 

5nm this year, and 25-30% for 2021.  Samsung Foundry will begin mass production for its 5nm 

process with orders from Qualcomm and NVIDIA, but it is lagging TSMC in ramp up. TSMC's 5nm 

capacity will become the standard next year for 5G mobile chips and advanced sever processors. 

Examples include Qualcomm's new Snapdragon 875 5G mobile phone chip and X60 modem chip, 

NVIDIA's future-generation Hopper-architecture GPUs, AMD's Zen4-architecture CPUs.  

• At the recent investor conference, TSMC's CEO pointed out that the number of ‘tape-outs’ for chips 

designed on TSMC's 5nm process will be higher than during the initial stage of mass production for 

7nm, reflecting multiple, overlapping product cycles in 2021+ from 5G telecom to AI cloud server 

capex and new gaming consoles. One if the most interesting data points I saw last week was that  

more people now watch gaming and esports than Netflix, HBO, ESPN and Hulu combined – post-

pandemic several owners of traditional US NBA/NFL sports franchises are looking at buying e-sport 

franchises to target Millennials, a secular bullish theme I’ll revisit soon.  

• With Chinese chip designers increasingly shut out of the world’s most advanced manufacturing 

facilities, the pressure is huge on local foundries to catch up. HiSilicon has already been shifting 

some orders for advanced process nodes to China’s emerging national champion SMIC, and Its 

most advanced line currently has a 14nm process, but the company’s co-CEO Liang Mong Song 

recently revealed a new version the company calls N+1. expected to go into limited production in Q4.  

With performance is improved by 20%, power consumption reduced by 57%, logic and the entire SOC 

area reduced by over half. SMIC claims that in terms power and stability, N+1 is comparable to 

7nm processes on the market, but of course those aren’t the only relevant benchmarks. While 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Huawei-crackdown/Huawei-teardown-shows-US-ban-made-company-turn-to-Chinese-parts
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EUV lithography isn’t necessary for the move to N+1, SMIC will need ASML machines for the proposed 

next iteration but the US will almost certainly try to block those exports.  

• This relentless pressure will force the Chinee sector to innovate and adapt, and in technology as in 

biology, external stress can drive rapid evolution – and we can assume that China has been working at 

Trump’s ‘warp speed’ to acquire the IP one way or another to survive this onslaught. And to reiterate 

the point made last week on cutting off access to Chinese STEM students, there are thousands of world 

class mainland engineers and researchers working across the US tech sector who may now feel a 

patriotic obligation to help. Near term, we either get some compromise that retains Huawei’s TSMC 

access post September, or the US tech sector is going to be punished by official and probably 

popular social media led retaliation via ‘spontaneous’ boycotts of Apple products etc. I remain a long 

term TSMC bull, but there is a danger it suffers a double whammy revenue hit if Apple ends up in the 

cross fire over the next month or two – I’d await clarity on how this plays out before adding to exposure. 
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Current Tactical Macro Trades and Thematic Stock Baskets 

 

Source: Entext – equal weighted baskets.  

Tactical Positions Instrument Initiation Status Performance (%)

Long Russell 3000 Value vs Growth Long RAV/ Short RAG Index 4/24/2020 Open 3.9

Tactical Positions Instrument Initiation Closed Date Performance (%)

Long S. Korea iShares MSCI South Korea Capped ETF 18/03/2020 14/04/2020 21.5

Long European Banks Stoxx 600 Banks Index (SX7E) 12/03/2020 14/04/2020 2.2

Short Indian Equities iShares India ETF 03/03/2020 12/03/2020 21.4

Short US Junk iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF 04/03/2020 12/03/2020 10.9

Long Japan Equities Topix Index 08/11/2019 22/01/2020 2.4

Short US 10-year Note US 10 Year T-Note Future 29/03/2019 22/01/2020 4.1

Long EM Local Currency Bond VanEck Vectors J.P. Morgan EM Local Currency Bond ETF (EMLC) 03/09/2019 22/01/2020 3.9

Long MSCI EM EEM ETF 26/09/2019 08/11/2019 6.8

Long China Internet Sector KraneShares CSI China Internet (KWEB) 23/08/2019 17/09/2018 9.6

Short Utilities SPDR Utilities Sector (XLU) 18/07/2019 05/08/2019 3.2

Long Copper HG1 Sep'19 Future 29/03/2019 01/08/2019 5.8

Short MXNUSD Bloomberg MXNUSD Spot 29/03/2019 05/31/2019 2.3

Long China Internet Stocks KraneShares CSI China Internet (KWEB) 29/03/2019 07/05/2019 11.2

Long European Banks Stoxx 600 Banks Index (SX7E) 06/26/2019 07/12/2019 6.2

Long AUDNZD Long AUDNZD Forward June 29/03/2019 07/12/2019 0.2

Basket Theme Constituents Initiation Status Performance (%)

5G Infrastructure Accelink, Cisco, Juniper Networks, Nokia, Qualcomm, Zhongji Innolight 02/01/2019 Open 24.4

Autonomous Vehicles Denso Corp., Koito, Nexteer, Renesas, GM, Sony, Baidu 02/01/2019 Open 12.7

New Energy Vehicle LG Chem, BYD, Samsung SDI, Toyota, Hyundai, Hanon 02/01/2019 Open 24.6

Services/Ecommerce Automation Cognex, Daifuku., Innovance, Keyence, Omron, Rockwell, THK 02/01/2019 Open 23.5

Esports/Social Gaming  
Netease, Capcom, Electronic Arts, Nintendo, Tencent, Ubisoft, Square 

Enix, Douyu
02/01/2019 Open 57.3

Artificial Intelligence Software/Semis Alibaba, Baidu, Google, Hikvision, Iflytek, IBM 02/01/2019 Open 45.2

Closed Positions Constituents Initiation Closed Date Performance (%)

Embedded Intelligence 

(Sensors/MEMS)
Broadcom, Murata, NXPI, Nidec, Sony, Synaptics 02/01/2019 21/02/2020 47.8

Global Oil E&P (Reserve 

Underinvestment)
iShares SPOG ETF 02/01/2019 21/02/2020 7.0

China Education
Wisdom Education, Tianli Education, New Oriental, New Higher 

Education Group, YuHua, Maple Leaf Educational Systems
22/01/2019 05/07/2019 34.3

Cybersecurity
Akamai Tech., Check Point Software, Cyberark, Fortinet, Palo Alto 

Networks, Proofpoint, Trend Micro
02/01/2019 06/01/2020 45.0
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Summary Asset Views  

 

Absolute return investors may wish to treat Bullish recommendations as longs and Bearish recommendations as shorts. Meanwhile 

those with a benchmark may wish to treat our recommendations as tilts against their own strategic benchmark, and according to any 

single asset class limits they may have.  

 
Investment View Vs. Benchmark 

MSCI Weight/SAA Benchmark

(6-12mths +)

Equities

US Bearish/Neutral

PER premium to Japan/Europe driven by high momentum/quality factor

weighting, but value divergence now extreme - 'stay at home' tech/healthcare

to normalisation rotation inot cons disc/cyclicals looks overdue  

Europe Bullish/Neutral

Q1 view to avoid luxury/travel vindicated, but luxury now borttoming -

industrials upside if China activity normalises into H2 long DAX vs CAC for

first time since 2017? 

UK Bullish

Global funds very underweight despite record MSCI AC discount - trade deal

uncertainty drag on GBP supports FTSE 100 over 350, but confused pandemic 

response adds to uncertainty

Japan Bullish

Despite recession ROE/buyback uptrend intact, high correlation to China

industrial recovery - o/w deep cyclicals, real estate, global niche dominant tech 

exposure themes in robotics, EV, sensors etc 

Asia Pacific Bullish

Earnings momentum still negative but turning, favour N. Asia over India/Asean

- o/w China education, internet names, infrastructure u/w property - tech

hardware supply chain still supported by 5G product cycle

GEM Equities Neutral/Bullish

India funding risks exacerbated by lockdown, Brazil looks structurally

unattractive but oversold - o/w cyclicals vs consumer ex China, Taiwan

outperformance stretched vs wider AXJ and Korea, cyclical semi/component

exposure attractive 

Fixed Income

Government Bearish

US bonds supported by huge YTD retail inflows, bank convexity hedging and

pandemic deflation fears - synchronised global fiscal easing in response

implies risks skewed to downside into H2 for 10-yr sub 1% 

Investment Grade Neutral/Bearish

IG spreads crushed since mid March plunge by huge Fed intervention and

consequent front running by active investors - scale of Fed buying (anywhere

from $1-5trn) a huge unknown but fundamntally unattractive

High Yield Neutral

Fed pre empting 'fallen angel' inflows into HY and ETF buying has reversed

selloff despite  shale distress intensifying into Q2 and justifying  recent spread 

spike to 2016 highs - ignore fundamntals and don't fight the Fed

EM debt Bullish

EMB has been preferred to EM-GBI on FX risks, but current account trends and 

DM yield compression supportive - Brazil/India/ASEAN FX weakness in Q2 on

growth shock but real yields stil broadly positive

Commodities

Energy Neutral/Bullish

China 'sudden stop' demand shock now reversing, US driving mileage

inflection point - shale oil output down 1.5m bpd YTD, helping rebalance

market, looks positive NG balance into H2

Industrial Metals Neutral
Virus selloff looks overdone unless factory disruption lasts into 2021, China

FAI accelerating into H2, LT fundamentals support zinc, copper

Precious Metals Neutral
Following US real yields closely - gold looks crowded long, palladium 

premium to platinum on diesel decline extreme on physical shortage

FX

USD Neutral
DXY overshot on offshore USD shortage supported by 'safe haven' inflows -

Fed foreign swap lines/repos helped  push back sub 100?

GBP Neutral/Bearish
Cheap on REER basis but looks rangebound through Q2 as focus shifts to

EU trade negotiations, record deficit and end 2020 brinkmanship 

JPY Neutral/Bullish
Fair value on real yield, PPP basis about 110 versus USD, pandemic risk

aversion inflows supporting near term despite recession outlook

Europe Neutral
Rangebound in 105-115 area vs USD through Q2 - ECB flexibility to follow up

on PEPP constrained by German court ruling? 

GEM Neutral/Bullish

Virus panic reversing inflows - China fixed investment cycle and commodity

demand accelerating, tourism/remittance reliant BOP countries like Thailand,

Ppns late to recover on sustained travel disruption into 2021

  Rationale
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Disclaimer & Disclosure Statement 

Entext Communications is an appointed representative of Messels Ltd which is authorised and regulated in the United 

Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority for the provision of investment advice. Residents of the United Kingdom should 

seek specific professional financial and investment advice from a stockbroker, banker, solicitor, accountant or other independent 

professional adviser authorised pursuant to the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. This report is intended only for investors 

who are 'professional clients' as defined by the FCA, and may not, therefore, be redistributed to other classes of investors. The content 

of this report is covered by our Policy of Independence which may be viewed at www.entext .com. 

This document is issued by Entext Communications Ltd solely for its clients. It may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed to any 

other person in whole or in part for any purpose without written consent of Entext Communications Ltd. The material in this document 
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THIS MATERIAL IS: (I) FOR YOUR PRIVATE INFORMATION, AND WE ARE NOT SOLICITING ANY ACTION BASED UPON IT; (II) 

NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITY IN ANY 

JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH OFFER OR SOLICITATION WOULD BE ILLEGAL; AND (III) BASED UPON INFORMATION THAT 

WE CONSIDER RELIABLE. ENTEXT DOES NOT WARRANT OR REPRESENT THAT THE PUBLICATION IS ACCURATE, 

COMPLETE, RELIABLE, AND DOES NOT ACCEPT LIABILITY FOR ANY ACT (OR DECISION NOT TO ACT) RESULTING FROM 

USE OF THIS PUBLICATION AND RELATED DATA. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMISSIBLE ALL WARRANTIES AND OTHER 

ASSURANCES BY ENTEXT ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED AND ENTEXT SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR THE USE, MISUSE, OR 

DISTRIBUTION OF THIS INFORMATION. 

This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer, solicitation, invitation, inducement or 

recommendation relating to the subscription, purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. This document does not 

constitute, and should not be interpreted as, investment advice. It is accordingly recommended that you should seek independent 

advice from a suitably qualified professional advisor before taking any decisions in relation to the investments detailed herein. All 

expressions of opinions and estimates constitute a judgement and, unless otherwise stated, are those of the author and the research 

department of Entext Communications only, and are subject to change without notice. Entext Communications is under no obligation 

to update the information contained herein.  

Whilst Entext Communications has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this document is not untrue 

or misleading at the time of publication, Entext Communications cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and you should not 

act on it without first independently verifying its contents. This document is not guaranteed to be a complete statement or summary of 

any securities, markets, reports or developments referred to herein. No representation or warranty either expressed or implied is made, 

nor responsibility of any kind is accepted, by Entext Communications or any of its respective directors, officers, employees or analysts 

either as to the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in this document nor should it be relied on as such. No liability 

whatsoever is accepted by Entext Communications or any of its respective directors, officers, employees or analysts for any loss, 

whether direct or consequential, arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient acting on the content of this document, 

including, without limitation, lost profits arising from the use of this document or any of its contents.  

This document is provided with the understanding that Entext Communications is not acting in a fiduciary capacity and it is not a 

personal recommendation to you. The stated price of any securities mentioned herein will generally be the closing price at the end of 

any of the three business days immediately prior to the publication date on this document. This stated price is not a representation 

that any transaction can be effected at this price. Entext Communications and its respective analysts are remunerated for providing 

investment research to professional investors, corporations, other research institutions and consultancy houses. Entext 

Communications, or its respective directors, officers, employees and clients may have or take positions in the securities or entities 

mentioned in this document. Any of these circumstances could create, or be perceived as creating, conflicts of interest.  

Analysts’ Certification 
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